4K UHD Short Throw Portable Smart LED
Projector
X10-4K

4K UHD LED Technology 125% Rec709
Built-in Harman Kardon Speakers
Smart Functionality + Voice Control
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi Connectivity
0.8 Short Throw Ratio

Combining stunning 4K resolution with smart streaming and a portable design, the ViewSonic X10-4K
projector delivers a cinematic experience from anywhere in your home. With a lightweight design, easy
carry handle, and short throw lens, this projector is easily moved from room to room, and even outdoors to
your backyard. No matter where you watch, images remain vivid and clear thanks to 2,400 LED Lumens of
brightness, Rec. 709 compatibility, and crisp Ultra HD 3840 x 2160 resolution. Integrated Wi-Fi connectivity
lets you stream from your favourite content providers, while support for both Amazon Alexa and Google
Assistant deliver the convenience of voice control. Featuring built-in Harman Kardon Bluetooth speakers
and projecting screen sizes up to 120”, this compact 4K projector delivers an immersive, big-time home
entertainment experience.

iF Design Award Winner
Luxurious leather and metal surface textures combine in perfect harmony on the X10-4K, heralding a new

standard for premium home entertainment devices.

Sleek metal surface

Sturdy handle

Elegant leather cover

Unbeatable Visual Experience
Ultimate Viewing Experience with 4K Ultra HD
Enjoy the crisp detail of true 4K Ultra HD with 4x the clarity of Full HD. With 8.3 million pixels projected on
your screen, all 4K movies, games, sports, and streaming contents come to life in amazingly sharp detail. In
addition, the X10-4K's power consumption is only 35% of a 4K UHD TV, which is more eco-friendly and cost
efficient.

Cutting-edge LED Lumens Technology
Featuring 2,400 LED Lumens*, the lamp-free X10-4K can project brilliant images without blur for up to
30,000 hours of usage – a significant upgrade when compared to a traditional lamp-based projector - and
it’s mercury-free!
Adopting the 2nd Generation LED Technology, the X10-4K integrates red, green, and double blue LED light
sources, which efficiently enhance luminance and colour saturation.
*Numbers associated with LED Lumens were calculated from the visual perception of ViewSonic projection
experts. LED Lumens is a metric generated by comparing numbers associated with LED-based projection
to numbers from lamp-based projection. Click here to learn more about the differences between ANSI
Lumens and LED Lumens

Vivid Details with HDR10
HDR10 (High Dynamic Range) brings out the maximum possible detail in both the brighter and darker parts
of an image for enhanced colour and contrast ratios, and a better overall viewing experience.

Immersive 3D Experience
Play any Blu-ray 3D* contents on the X10-4K! Just sit back, relax, and enjoy immersive entertainment in
style.
*3D only works under 1080P Full HD environment

True Colour Speaks Volumes
With Cinema SuperColor+ technology reaching over 125% of Rec.709 wide colour range, the X10-4K brings
cinematic colours and a theatre-like experience to your home.

Voice Control the Smart Way
The X10-4K incorporates the latest voice activation services in the market today. Control your projector with
your voice via Amazon Alexa & Google Assistant, a smart way to live - all under your command.

Theatre-Level Harman Kardon Speakers
Dual integrated speakers by Harman Kardon deliver vibrant and powerful sound for an all-around immersive
experience whether you’re watching movies, music videos, or listening to a live concert. The X10-4K also
serves as a Bluetooth speaker - just connect your smartphone via Bluetooth and indulge in acoustic
heaven.

Audio Modes at Your Choice
Optimised Movie Mode, fine-tuned by Harman Kardon, delivers astonishing audio quality. An extra custom
mode is provided for users' preferred settings.

Project Perfect Images in Seconds
Watch well-proportioned images from any angle with built-in autofocus and auto v keystone. Revolutionise
the typical projector start time and turn the projector on and off in an instant, just like you would with a TV.

Robust Engine Ready to Take on Any Tasks
The projector is packed with 4 core processors with 2 GB of memory and 16 GB of storage, this powerful
combination makes every operation or video playback a breeze to handle.
4 coreprocessors
2 GBmemory
16 GBstorage

Stream Wirelessly with Speed to Boot
With the fast Wi-Fi speed of 5Ghz, watch your favourite videos freely or mirror them from your smart phone
to your audience*.

*Mirroring supports: iPhone & Android phone

Fit for Every Space
Project 100-inch images from just 1.77 meters away with a short throw ratio that's great for projecting large
images in any space. With this feature you can enjoy big-screen entertainment anywhere in the house.

Stutter No More
The X10-4K features frame interpolation technology, which reduces motion blur and makes for smooth
delivery of moving pictures.

Eye Protection
User safety and comfort is ViewSonic’s top priority. With a built-in ultrasonic sensor, the Eye Protection*
feature automatically cuts power to the projection beam when objects are too close to the lens.

*Distances can be adjusted in the settings.

Ease of Use
USB Type-C to Stream
The X10-4K’s USB Type-C* connection puts a fun twist on streaming videos by allowing you to project
contents directly from your phone or tablet.

*Only available for devices that support USB Type-C video streaming
*For iPhone and iPad, users need to buy an Apple-authorised Lightning to HDMI adapter

Elegant Stand with Height Adjustment
Ease the worry of projection height with a two-stage adjustment foot to fulfill up to 130% of offset.

100% offset

115% offset

130% offset

High Quality Glass
The X10-4K's optical system uses high quality glass for extra reliability, while providing light penetration at
an optimal level with low light dispersion to ensure superior and realistic image quality.

Low Fan Noise
With a tri-axis flow fan and a state-of-the-art airflow design to help dissipate heat and reduce noise, noise
distraction during movies is no longer a concern.

Exterior & Rear I/O Connectors

Technical Specifications
Specification

Projection System

0.47" 4K-UHD

Native Resolution

3840x2160

Brightness (LED Lumens)

2400 LED Lumens

Contrast Ratio

3000000:1

Display Colour

1.07 Billion Colours

Light Source Type

LED

Light Source Life (Normal)

up to 30000

Lamp Watt

RGBB LED

Lens

F=1.8, f=8.5mm

Projection Offset

100%+/-5%

Throw Ratio

0.8

Image Size

30" - 200"

Throw Distance

0.5-3.5m (100"@1.77m)

Keystone

+/- 40° (Vertical)

Optical Zoom

Fixed

Audible Noise (Normal)

30dB

Audible Noise (Eco)

26dB

Local Storage

Total 16GB
(12GB available storage)

Input Lag

TBD

Resolution Support

VGA(640 x 480) to
4K(3840 x 2160)

Input

HDTV Compatibility

480i, 480p, 576i, 576p, 720p, 1080i, 1080p, 2160P

Horizontal Frequency

30K~97KHz

Vertical Scan Rate

24~85Hz

Audio-in (3.5mm)

1

HDMI

2
(HDMI 2.0, HDCP 1.4/2.2)

SD Card

Micro SD (64GB, SDXC)

USB Type C

1 (5V/ 2A)

USB Type A

2
(USB 3.0 Reader*1,
USB 2.0 Reader*1,
share with power)

RJ45 Input

1
(Internet & Alexa control)

Output

Wifi Input

1 (5Gn)

Bluetooth Input

1 (BT4.0 / audio in)

Audio out (3.5mm)

1

S/PDIF

1

Speaker

8W Cube x2

USB Type A (Power)

2
( USB 3.0 - 5V/ 2A,
USB2.0 - 5V/ 1.5A,
share with Reader )

Others

Power Supply Voltage

100~240V/ 50/ 60hz
(AC in)

Power Consumption

Normal: 140W
Standby: <0.5W

Operating Temperature

0~40℃

Net Weight

4.1kg

Gross weight

6.5kg

Dimensions (WxDxH) with

261x271x166mm

Adjustment Foot
Packaging Dimensions

340x330x285mm

OSD Language

English, French, Spanish, Thai, Korean, German, Italian, Russian,
Swedish, Dutch, Polish, Czech, T-Chinese, S-Chinese, Japanese,
Turkish, Portuguese, Finnish, Indonesian, India, Arabic, Vietnamese,
Greek

Standard Accessory

Power Cord

1

HDMI Cable

1

Remote Control

1

QSG

1

USB-C Cable

1 (1m)
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